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In today's computing world, different technologies have come up. These have grown to support
existing computer networks all over the world. With mobile computing, we find that the need to be
confined within one physical location has been eradicated. We hear of terms such as tele
commuting. This is being able to work from home or the field but at the same time accessing
resources as if one is in the office.

The emergence of portable computers and laptops, personal digital Assistants PDA, PC Tablets and
Smartphones, has in turn made mobile computing very convenient. The portability of the devices
ensures and enables user to access all services as if they were in the internal network of their
company. For example, the use of Tablet Pc and Ipads. This new technology enables users to
update documents, surf the internet, send and receive e-mail, stream live video files, take
photographs and also support video and voice conferencing.

The constant and ever increasing demand for superior and robust smart devices has been as a
catalyst for market share. Each manufacturer is trying to curve a niche of themselves in the
market. These devices are invented and innovated to provide top of the class applications and
services. With cellular phones, different manufacturers have come up with unique Smartphones
that are capable of performing the same tasks as computers and at the same processing speed.
The market share for different competitors is constantly being fought for. For example the
manufacturers of Apple's Iphone OS, Google's Android' Microsoft Windows Mobile, Research In
Motion's Blackberry OS, are constantly competing to offer better products with each release.
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The need for better, portable, affordable, and robust has also made these vendors to constantly be
innovative. Market figure and statistics show an ever rapidly growing need to purchase and use
such devices for either professional or home use. Since technology is driven by market needs, it's
in this light that services suited for a long term implementation are developed or innovated. This
has also pushed other industry vendors to adopt services that will provide better service delivery.
For example, cellular service providers are forced to improve and be innovative to capture more
subscribers. This can be in terms of superior services such as high speed internet and data access,
voice and video service etc. hence the adoption of different generations of networks like of 2G,
2.5G, 3G, 4G networks services.

The essence of mobile computing is to work from any location. The use of Ipads, Tablets,
Smartphones, and notes books, have in turn pushed the demand for these devices. Modern day
workers have such devices that enable them carry out their work from the confines or comfort of
their present location. These devices are configured to access and store large amounts of vital
data. Executive and top management can act of decisions based of ready information without
going to the office. For example, sales reports and market forecasts can be accessed through this
devices or meeting carried out via video or audio conferencing through the device. With such
features being high in demand, manufacturers are always and constantly coming up with
applications geared to supporting different service delivery in terms of mobile computing.
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